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ABSTRACT  

The IOT is the inter communication of embedded devices using network technologies. The IOT is the most 

important trends in future; it can affect the networking, business, communication. In this project, proposing a 

heartbeat monitoring and heart attack detection system using the Internet of things.  The sensor is then 

interfaced to a microcontroller that allows checking heart rate readings and transmitting them over internet. 

The user has to set the high and low levels of heart beat limit. After setting the limits, the heart beat system 

starts monitoring and a patient heart beat goes above a certain limit, the system sends alert to the arduino 

which then transmits this over the internet and alerts the doctors and the concerned users. Whenever the user 

starts monitoring, the system also displays the current heart rate of the patient. Thus concerned persons may 

monitor heart rate and get an alert of heart attack to the patient immediately from anywhere anytime and the 

person can be saved on time.  The number of times the heart beats per minute (BPM), is the heart beat rate and 

the beat of the heart that can be felt in any artery that lies close to the skin is the pulse. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Internet of Things (IOT) is intercommunication of embedded devices using networking technologies. The 

IOT is the most important trends in future it can affect the networking, business, communication. In this paper, 

proposing a sensing parameter of the human body which consists of pulse. The parameters are used for sensing 

and monitoring the data through wireless sensors. Adding web based observing helps to keep tracking the 

regular health status of a patient. The sensing data will be continuously collected in the form of database and it 

will be used to inform the patient to any unseen problems to undergo possible diagnosis. The Experimental 

results prove that the proposed system is user friendly, reliable and economical. In today’s world people are so 

busy in their lives and even they forgot to take care their health. By keeping all these things in minds, 

technology proves that to be an asset for an individual person.  The advanced technology has lots of smart or 

medical sensors came into existence that continuously analyzes individual person activity and it automatically 

predicts a heart attack before the patient feels sick. Therefore,the system identifies the correct sensors is 
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important. The goal is to develop a low power,more reliable,non-intrusive, is the essential signs to monitor 

which gathered information on the body and sends the parameters through wireless technology. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The section presents the previous research that had been done on human heart beat monitoring system by using 

different types of sensors.  This research work is based on predicting the heart beat by using pulse and 

temperature sensor. Another research paper focused on the system design is used for non-wearable sensor 

devices, health care and lifestyle applications based on ECG, EEG and activity monitoring.  In our paper, we 

have used a pulse sensor which will detect the human pulse rate and it automatically sends message when the 

pulse rate goes low or high and also it checks the temperature using temperature sensor.  The advantage of our 

project is to prevent humans from heart attack. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed system have eminence of predicting heart attack with help of observing heart rate based on 

internetof things(IOT). Our method uses a pulse sensor, Arduino board, temperature sensor and a Wi-Fi module. 

After setting the system, the pulse sensor starts sensing the heart rate readings and displays the heartbeat of a 

person on LCD screen. Also, with the use of Wi-Fi module it transmits the data over internet. The System will 

allow a set point which can help in determining whether the person is healthy or not by checking his/her 

heartbeat and comparing it with the set point. After setting the limits, the system starts predicting the heart rate 

of patient and immediately the heart rate go above or below to a certain limit the system will send an alert 

message. As a part of this project we are implementing and web based application model that tracks the 

heartbeat of a particular patient and predict it correctly and gives the emergency message on chances of heart 

attack. Proposing a remote monitoring and sensing the human body which consists of pulse and temperature. 

The parameters which is used for sensing and observing the data through wireless sensors. Adding the web 

based observing helps to keep track of the regular health status of a patient. The sensing data is collected in the 

database continuously and it is used to inform patient to any unseen problem to undergo possible diagnosis. 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

The Arduino PRO mini board contains ATmega328 microcontroller.  Pulse sensor detects the heart beat signal 

and sends the signal to Arduino Uno and it displays the result in LCD display.   
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Fig 1: Heart beat architecture 

1.1 ARDUINO 

Arduino is an open-source platform and it is used for building electronics projects. Arduino, which consists of a 

programmable circuit and it is also a software, or IDE (Integrated Development Environment) that runs on any 

system, it is used to write code and upload computer code to the arduino board. 

 

Fig 2: Arduino uno 

 

V. MODULE DESCRIPTION 

1.1 SENSING MODULE 

Sensing module consists of some sub-modules called sensors node and brain node. Pulse sensor and temperature 

sensor are attached to the body for perceiving health data from the human. 

1.1.1 Pulse Sensor 

 Pulse Sensor is a plug-and-play heart beat sensor for Arduino. Pulse Sensor works with 3V or 5V. There are 

several steps involved in interfacing the pulse sensor to the Arduino and to the computer.  They are: 
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Fig 3: pulse sensor 

 1.1.2 Temperature Sensor 

The TMP36 temperature sensor is the easy way to measure temperature using Arduino. The temperature sensor 

can measure a wide range of temperature -50°C to 125°C and it is very low cost, making it a popular choice. 

1.1.3 Wi-Fi Sensor 

TheWi-Fi is an Arduino Uno with an integrated Wi-Fi module. ATmega328P it is based on arduino, with a Wi-

Fi Module integrated. The Wi-Fi Module is integrated with TCP/IP protocol stack that can give access to your 

Wi-Fi network or the device can act as an access point. 

The Wi-Fi is programmed by using the arduino software, Integrated Development Environment common to all 

the boards and running both online and offline.  

 

Fig 4: Wi-Fi sensor 

1.2 MAIN MODULE  

The sub modules which live through internet in the main module are branch creation and storage or data base. 

The data stored in permanent storage unit called data base. These data are distributed in many different branches 

in branch node. Therefore, the creation of a database is the first step in the main module and these branch nodes 

are collected in database through the internet. 

1.3 INTERACTION MODULE  

Interaction system is used to give permission to communicate with system for only authenticated user, i.e., user 

information should match with the data stored in database. 

Ubidots is an open source IOT application which can store and retrieve data from the Internet or Intranet. By 

using this anyone can easily create a network of things which can be used for applications like logging, tracking, 

analytics etc. 
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VI. OUTPUT AND RESULT 

The result shows the hardware design of the proposed system.  This clearly shows how all the components 

required for our system is connected. 

 

Fig 5: working of heart beat system 

 

Fig 6: LCD display 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Developed a system that detects human Heartbeat and monitors the heartbeat of the patient, it sends the data to 

the user or server by using arduino with reasonable cost and great effect. It uses two different sensors and these 

are mainly under the control of arduino. For the measurement of heartbeat use the fingertip of a patient, it is in 

bpm (beats per minute). These rates will be stored in server by transferring it through the Wi-Fi module via 

internet.  The Liquid crystal display (LCD) has been used to display the calculated human heart beat rate. 

Finally, the stored data in the server is displayed for future analysis by physician or specialist to provide better 

aid. From the Experimental results, the proposed system is user friendly, reliable and economical. 
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